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First and foremost, understanding which compositional elements help make strong 

landscape images in the field will ultimately lead to a higher keeper rate later in post and 
beyond. In this talk by Joseph Roybal, he will go through some of his favorite, and not so 
favorite, photos discussing what led him to the scene, the thoughts going through his 

mind during composition and capture from tripod height, shutter speed, if the image 

requires or dictates focus stacking, perspective blending, etc. He will showcase some of 
his photos that didn’t make the cut and talk about this as well as those that are on his 
website and featured as artist favorites. The goal behind this presentation and sharing 
his knowledge is to help others as they later work in the field thinking back to these tips 
moving forward. This will be a fun and interactive discussion where he hopes to engage 
and encourage the viewers in attendance to always study their own work and utilize it as 
one of their main footholds to grow behind the lens." 

 

 

Bio Joseph Roybal is a full-time professional landscape and travel photographer 
based in Denver, Colorado specializing in landscape imagery from around the 
globe. His passion lies simply in being immersed in the outdoors; searching for 
dramatic light and mood within the frame. Joseph has traveled the globe in 
search of stunning vistas and scenes with the ambitions of taking the viewers of 
his work on a visual journey to these locations and evoking the feeling as if they 
are standing in the scene in person. Joseph is partnered with several leading 
photographic companies in the industry and is also a Breakthrough Photography 
Team Pro. In his logo, Joseph utilizes the tagline “Explore.Learn.Share” as it is 
these three main components to his philosophy as a photographer that inspire 
him each and every day. He loves to take everything he has learned while being 
in the field and share this knowledge later; instructing post-processing courses 
and doing private and group photography workshops and tours around the 
globe.“ 

http://www.josephroybal.com/

